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TV Basics
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TV Reach is unparalleled 

Source: Thinkbox (commercial viewing)



TV Basics

Which runs across all age groups. 

Source: Thinkbox (commercial viewing)
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16-24s 25-34s 35-44s 45-54s 55+
Monthly Reach



TV Basics

Broadcaster’s Audience Research Board: 5,100 homes & over 12,000 individuals

TV is measured through the BARB panel



TV Basics

Language 

Impacts 
1 viewer watching 


at any time 


Universe 
Total population of


target audience


TVR 
Proportion of universe 


watching at any one time




TV Basics

In Practice

400,000 Impacts
 Universe of 13 million individuals
 3 TVRS




TV Basics

TV can be measured and bought across multiple audiences 

Gender 
(Male/Female)

Age group  
(In 10 year increments)


Main shopper 
(House persons)


Social Demo 
(ABC1, C2DE)
 Geographical Location 

(Regional) 



TV Basics
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Breakfast 
(0600-0924) 

Coffee (0925 - 
1159) 

Daytime 
(1200-1559) 

Pre Peak 
(1600-1729) 

Early Peak 
(1730-1959) 

Late Peak 
(2000-2259) 

Post Peak 
(2300-2459) 

Night Time 
(2500-2959) 

16-24s 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+ 

Viewing habits change across the day 

55-60% of viewing 
is during peak hours



TV Basics

Different demographics watch different amounts of TV per day. 

00:00

01:12

02:24

03:36

04:48

06:00

Adults Abc1 Ads 16-34 Ads Abc1 M Abc1 W 16-34 M 16-34 W HWV HW+CH 25-49 W

Younger and male audiences watch significantly less TV vs older, female and down market audiences. 

reaching these audience requires a smart TV plan

Avg 
Hours 

Per Day



TV Basics

The Quality of airtime is also measured 

Daypart 
Time of day peak etc


Centre Break 
Between content


Position In Break 
1st, 2nd or Last Into content


Programming 
New series, high impacting




TV Pricing

ITV and Channel 4 we can target regionally. 

Region Pricing 
Index

North 0.68
Scot 0.90
Ulster 0.68

Region Pricing 
Index

London 1.70
South 
East

1.24

Midwest 1.11



Pricing is based on supply and demand

Total Revenue

Total Impacts

Cost  
Per  
Thousand  

TV Pricing



Depending on deal it can be fixed or changeable based on the market

£100m in the market

6.5bn Impacts

£95m in the market

6.8bn Impacts

£15.39 £13.97

Planning During Month

TV Pricing



Different audiences have different costs

based on supply and demand

£0.00 

£200,000.00 

£400,000.00 

£600,000.00 

£800,000.00 

£1,000,000.00 

£1,200,000.00 

Adults HW+CH 16-34 Ads ABC1 Ads ABC1 Men ABC1 Women 16-34 Men 16-34 Women

TV Pricing



Pricing also changes month on month. 
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Pricing can also change dramatically YOY based on demand the event calendar such as FIFA World Cup. 

TV Pricing



Different second lengths come at different costs


Short second lengths are more expensive than those longer than 30”

10” 20” 30” 40” 60”

0.5 0.83 1 1.33 2

TV Pricing



Airtime is priced based on quality and control 
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Cost per Thousand 

All Adults
No Peak
Low Centre control
Low PIB control
Small stations
No programming control

Young& Upmarket audience
Programme Select
100% Peak
High Centres 
High PIBS
Big Stations 

TV Pricing



Channels can typically fall within 3 categories


Mass Reach

Volume Drivers

Efficiency Drivers

Terrestrial Stations
Price Index 1
10 TVRs = 3-4 Spots

Large Multichannel Stations
Price Index 0.6
10 TVRs = 70-100 spots

Small Multichannel Stations
Price Index 0.45
10 TVRs = 600-900 spots

TV Pricing



Sold across multiple saleshouses


Mass Reach

Volume Drivers

Efficiency Drivers SKYMEDIA, C4 SALES, AXIOM, 
MEDIA15, EMS, TURNER

ITV DIGITAL 
C4 DIGITAL
SKYMEDIA

ITV 
C4

TV Pricing



Note Advanced booking


TV Pricing

TV is a finite commodity, with stations having 8-10 minutes of commercial 
airtime per hour depending on channel and/or daypart


To manage demand and supply, stations put in booking deadlines of 2 
months prior to the month of transmissions for advertisers to book airtime 


For a strong brand campaign In order to access the best programming and 
quality airtime its best to book as far in advance as possible.


There is flexibility on this date, however notice is always appreciated by 
sales houses. 




ITV Tyne Tees

Regional TV what does it look like?


ITV Tyne Tees offers exceptional value for money, its historically and still is 
one of the cheapest ITV regions to buy on TV. 


Not only can you buy ITV biggest shows such as I’m a Celebrity, 
Coronation Street and X factor on linear TV you can also buy it regionally 
on the ITVHub. 


They offer great regional incentives for new advertisers. Such as matching 
any investment like for like on regional TV.


Strengthen brand presence and salience in the region connecting your 
brand to local customers. Reach a potential audience of 230,000 from just 
one spot. 


ITVHub is a great way to target 1634ads, a harder to reach audience on TV 
with programming like ‘Love Island’ and ‘Dinner Date’ on catch up. 




How does that sound? 

Here are just some of the ways you can access your audience 
at mass. The average TV view being just 0.005p per view.  

TV is far from the depths of youtube or PPC, its brand safe 
and aligned with content made by some of the best film 
studios in the world. 

TL: 30”

Imp: 37k
Est: £160

This Morning

Imp: 300k
Est: £1,300

Coronation Street

TL: 30”

Imp: 5.5m
Est: 25k

One Month on TV

TVRs: 1.7

TVRs: 14

TL: 30”

23 37

ITV Tyne Tees

TVRs: 250

Peak Spots Daytime Spots



Brief

Smart Trading

Research Audience

Response

Post Campaign 

Feedback

Analysis 

During Campaign

Turnarounds 

Daily Buying

Weekly Reports

Key Milestones 

Keeping it on track & progressing is key to any TV Plan. 
We have established some key milestones for the 
project to keep things flowing. 

Brief - research is key to a strong TV plan, using TGI 
and BARB data we can understand what your audience 
looks like on TV. It’s also about paying the right price 
and negotiating quality KPIs on airtime.  

During Campaign - we ensure the deal set in 
planning stage is met, as daily TVRs fluctuate from 
viewing figures its crucial to keep on top of salehouses 
to maintain good quality programming and value.  

Post Campaign - based on KPIs set we review TV 
schedule vs sales, url hits and take learnings going 
forward.  

Milestones



ITV Hub

ITV Hub bigger than you think


ITV Hub offers advertisers the opportunity to reach 1634 year-olds and light 
TV viewers at mass, it indexes upmarket and young compared to ITV family. 


Not only can you buy ITV biggest shows such as I’m a Celebrity, Coronation 
Street and X factor on linear TV you can also buy it regionally on the 
ITVHub. 


Love Island 2019 on average attracted 3.3m people per episode. 31% 
streaming live on the ITV Hub (70% of all viewing is big screen) and around 
1.1m catch up on BVOD totalling to a staggering 4.4m per episode. 
1634ads accounted for 57% of viewing figures. 


Extend TV reach with Cover +. Mirroring your linear TV schedule by episode. 


Benefit from pin point targeting metrics such as; supermarket spend, no of 
cars, property value, employment status, income, holiday spend, finial 
statue and lots more.


Thirds party verification, brand safe and bot free. 




ITV Hub

Targeting


MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEM

MOBILE HANDSET

TELEVISION

INTERNET SP

RURAL/URBAN CODE

SUPERMARKET

HOLIDAY TYPE

TYPE OF DEBT HELD

CAR TYPE

INTEREST/ENTERTAINMENT

MAGAZINE/NEWSPAPER

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

MARITAL STATUS
AGE RANGE

EDUCATION LEVELHOUSEHOLD LIFESTAGE

TENURE

CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD

PERSONAL INCOME

GENDER

NO. OF CHILDREN

AGE OF CHILDREN

PROPERTY TYPE

YEARS OF RESIDENCE

NO. OF BEDROOMS

PROPERTY VALUE

OCCUPATION SECTOR

OCCUPATION TYPE

RETIREMENT PROVISION

DIRECTORSHIP

GAMBLING

NO. OF CARS

DEBT CURRENTLY HELD

DONATION TO CHARITY

SUPERMARKET SPEND

HOLIDAY SPEND

TECHNOLOGY

OWN A PET



ITV Network

National TV what does it look like?


ITV has the largest SOV vs any commercial station, this means you can 
reach 64% of TV viewers in just one week. 


In the world of commercial TV it attracts some of the biggest audiences, 
with programmes like Coronation Street attracting around 7m viewers per 
episode each week. 


ITV1 demographic skews 55+ C2DE generally older and downmarket VS 
the likes of Channel 4. However stations like ITV2 is the home of 1634 
adults with shows like TOWIE, Love Island and Dinner Date


Great incentives for new advertisers, ‘ITV business for all’ will match any 
investment made by a new advertisers across the station. 


ITV rate card pricing indexes most expensive on the market vs Sky and 
Channel 4. Large ITV share is needed for sufficient discount.




Channel 4

National TV what does it look like?


Channel 4 is the youngest and most upmarket of all the commercial TV 
channels. Reaching 85% of ABC1Ads each month. 


Traditionally a station that takes risks with programming other stations 
wouldn’t. They challenges prejudice and its programming represent 
different cultures and opinions of the UK. 


2nd biggest commercial TV station in the UK after ITV. With some huge 
hits like Gogglebox which attracts around 4m per episode and most 
recently The Great British Bake Off which attracts more than 8m per 
episode. 


Channel 4 rate card is around 25% cheaper than say its closest competitor 
ITV. As there is less demand on schedule there is more flex to access top 
programming for smaller advertisers. 




How does that sound? 

Here are just some of the ways you can access your 
audience. 

There are many different ways you can trade with Channel 4 
and note every plan is bespoke depending on channel mix 
and revenue share, this costs can change dramatically either 
way. 

One Month on TV looks at a standard brand campaign, DR 
across Channel 4, C4Sales and C4 Owned is a considerably 
smaller CPT. 

TL: 30”

Imp:3m
Est: £45k

Brand Channel 4

Imp:1m
Est: £20k

Goggle Box

TL: 30”

Imp: 6.2m
Est: 18k

DRTV (C4 Owned, Sales)

TVRs: 10

TVRs: 4

TL: 30”

Channel 4

TVRs: 13



Sky

National TV what does it look like?


Sky offers niches programming at scale, access a broad range of niche 
programming and stations. 


Its rate card discount is one of the cheapest on the market, giving 
advertisers a more efficient and cheaper way to access TV. An always on 
national approach on Sky can be very affordable. 


Sky demographic as whole varies from channel to channel it offers an 
audience for every advertiser, Sky Sports is one of the biggest station 
groups across the network. 


With such a huge portfolio of channels it can sometimes prove harder to 
manage a TV schedule. 


Efficient way to build frequency, less efficient to build 1+ quickly. 




How does that sound? 

Here are just some of the ways you can access your audience 
at mass. The average TV view being just 0.005p per view 
although often we can get it lower.   

TV is far from the depths of youtube or PPC, its brand safe 
and aligned with content made by some of the best film 
studios in the world. 

DRTV starts is 100% off-peak 
BRTV runs across all dayparts 

Again there are many different ways you can trade with Sky 
and note every plan is bespoke depending on channel mix 
and revenue share, this costs can change dramatically either 
way.  

Imp: 17m
Est: £50k

DRTV - ALL Ads

TL: 30”

Imp: 5.7m
Est: 50k

BRTV - ABC1
TVRs: 33

TL: 30”

Sky

TVRs: 20



TV Trading

Trading how we can do things differently?

Barter now plays a significant role in the marketing and distribution 
strategies for companies ranging from SMEs to large multinationals. It allows 
advertisers and media owners to trade without having to pay 100% in cash for 
what they want to buy. Which frees up cashflow and marketing budget. 


New business deals broadcasters are often offering incentives to new or 
lapsed advertisers. There is often an application process and many other T’s & 
C’s. But it can be a great way for an advertiser to get a significantly reduced 
cost to their first TV campaign. 

Cost per acquisition some broadcasters offer incentives based on a 
Key KPI’s agreed prior to transmission, you only pay the full campaign amount 
if all KPIs are met. Again these have to be negotiated individually.  

Fixed Cost per spot there can be opportunities to buy fixed campaigns 
with some broadcasters where you know in advance your exact cost per spot, 
this can be a very effective way of targeting specific audiences. 
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